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Pollock (Ed Harris, 2000) and Basquiat (Julian Schnabel, 1996) 
 

 
 

Early on in his path to success, Jackson Pollock is seen urinating into Peggy 

Guggenheim’s fireplace, and then, as he shakes off the drops, collapsing drunk, fag 

still firm in his mouth, into the lap of the man grinning in the seat behind him. Ed 

Harris, who directs as well as playing the lead, has in the previous scene done 

extremely well what Heston never did at all in The Agony and the Ecstasy: actually 

painted most of a picture (with jump cuts to show time passing) on screen. It’s a bold 

and brave thing to do. I can’t judge how good the resulting picture is, never having 

seen the real one. 

 But it’s an easier thing for Harris to do than it would have been for Heston, 

because we all know the Sistine Ceiling, and would be able to spot inaccuracy in its 

saints and sibyls even if we didn’t, had Heston been shown creating it – but who 

could correct Ed Harris? Who’s to say with confidence what else a Jackson Pollock 

might have looked like? Who’s to say how else his paint might have landed? 

 There is, of course, an even bigger gap between Pollock and Tracy Emin than 

there was between Michaelangelo and Pollock. Who will play Tracy Emin in the film 

they make about her? 

 

  
 

     Sandra   Tracy 

 

The first scene of Basquiat shows the infant artist standing with his mum in front of 

Picasso’s Guernica. As she looks down, a golden crown glows on her son’s head, and 
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she can tell he’s destined for greatness. Later we see him visiting her in a mental 

home. 

 Early on he does some of his graffiti on a blank wall. But they jump-cut it so you 

don’t see Jeffrey Wright applying the paint: the letters appear by magic after each cut. 

In the next scene, he pours brown sauce over a café table-top, smoothes it out with the 

menu, and draws a portrait of the beautiful waitress in it with a spoon. But even there 

you don’t see Wright doing it – there’s a cut to over his shoulder, and A Hand does 

the simple strokes with the spoon in the sauce. 

 

 
 

 In a later scene, the beautiful waitress wakes up to find that Basquiat has daubed 

paint on the dress she’s just bought for a weekend visit to her parents. 

 And in the scene after the Pissing scene, Pollock screws Peggy Guggenheim in 

four seconds, without taking his shorts off. 

 Both movies make the same uncompromising statement: painters are inarticulate, 

boorish, lacking any social sense, insecure, substance-abusing … total failures as 

people. Disruptive not only of conventional visual perception, but of actual living. 

Twice Pollock ruins a dinner-party. Basquiat wouldn’t ruin a party, he’s too self-

effacing: his way of making life uncomfortable for posh white diners, talking about 

him behind his back, is to tell the head waiter to put all their meals on his tab, but not 

to tell them it was him. Only with a brush (or a spoon) in their hands do artists 

blossom, and as soon as they blossom, the art establishment – made up entirely of 

posh white diners – descends on them, decides (without making any decision), that 

they’re geniuses, and ruins what lives they have left. 

 That’s how it is, at any rate, in Manhattan: “America has become the centre of 

western civilisation,” Clem Greenberg assures Pollock, “and what you’re doing is the 

most original and vigorous art in the country”. In fact, what he’s been doing up to that 

point is – judging from what we see – lifeless, shapeless, and horrible, a muddy swirl 

of pale blues, yellows, and black streaks. 

 Then suddenly he Discovers Dripping. Yes, he really does spill some on the floor 

by accident, looks down, admires the effect … and spills some more. At first we 

groan aloud: but then we have to concede that what Harris has spilled on the floor has 

a life and dynamic like nothing we’ve seen hitherto (I wonder how many Drips it took 

to get it right?) Just after he’s ruined his second dinner party, the camera does a pan 

around his latest exhibition, full of nothing but Dynamic Drips, and we’re hooked. 

 No-one does acute misery better than Ed Harris; no-one suggests just by a look 

that he doesn’t know why he’s pretending to be a member of the human race. 

Growing a beard and a spare tyre as Pollock drinks himself into terminality, he lives 

the role. At one point Harris the director gives us a Vertigo-style contra-zoom, as 

Pollock, numb with alcohol, stands bewildered in the middle of his Long Island 
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property. As the camera appears to go in to Harris the actor, and the background 

recedes the closer in it gets, and Pollock stands there wondering where the hell he is 

and how he got there, we’re there wondering with him. 

 

“I’ll take the Green One,” purrs a Manhattan millionaire to Basquiat, half-way 

through the film that carries his name. This is thirty years after Pollock, and the 

haphazard tastes of Manhattan art-lovers have become still more haphazard in the 

interval. The guy’s wife has just said that she doesn’t know that she can live with the 

Green One, and Basquiat has told her to “get a fucking decorator”. But the rich people 

are slumming, and foul language and abuse is all part of the thrill they’re after. 

 By this time, Jeffrey Wright has gained in confidence, and we’ve seen repeatedly 

him in the act of creation. An actor who more than anyone else re-invents his entire 

idiom for every part he plays, Wright seems even more to live Basquiat than Harris 

lives Pollock. To think he’s just opening as Felix Leiter, in the latest Bond film … 

(the character is given nothing to do). 

 The fate of Basquiat is even harsher than the fate of Pollock. By the age of 

twenty-four, he has it all. He’s exhibited all over the world, and has dated Madonna 

(for two months). Time Magazine has christened him either “the piccaninny of the art 

world” or “the Eddie Murphy of the art world”, depending on your memory. And the 

more successful he’s got, the more dope he’s guzzled. Celebrity culture has him by 

the balls, and is squeezing – Andy Warhol himself presides vacantly over several 

scenes, absolutely exuding bewilderment. The alienation that spelled inert misery for 

Jackson Pollock in the fifties, Warhol wears in the eighties like a drag queen’s feather 

boa. 

 

        
 

 People warn Basquiat that Warhol is exploiting him, but you get the impression 

Basquiat would rather be exploited by Warhol than by anyone, or everyone, else. 

Basquiat doesn’t have Warhol’s style (who would want it?), and by the end of the 

film, after Warhol’s death, is limping about the Manhattan streets, permanently 

overdosed. 

 The final revelation that he’s lost it is when he wakes up the security guard of the 

mental home in the middle of the night and announces that he’s come to take his 

mother home. 

 


